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EDITOR’s Letter

N

ew Normal is a very frequently expression used in
the last months to describe how situations that we
would have considered atypical a few months ago
will become standard, usual or expected.
It would apply to multiple contexts to imply that something
which was previously abnormal is now considered
commonplace.
How does this pandemic affect us in terms of social behavior
patterns? Would we be able to process all the required changes?
Some (myself, for sure) would like to come back to previous
“normal” instead of having to live in a completely new
designed code of conduct; but we have no choice, I’m afraid.
During the last worldwide pandemic in 1918 (nicknamed
“Spanish Flu” although it is clear nowadays that the virus
didn’t originate in Spain) that lasted for two years and killed
around 500 million people, preventive social distancing
measures were in place until the pandemic disappeared. The
“new normal” became then the “normal normal”, for some
time. Is it going to happen the same, and once the Covid-19
outbreak is overcome, would we be able to go back to our
previous lifestyle?
Our brains are well trained to help us, and I’m sure we would
succeed in this terrible challenge to arise and shine again,
with a total memory makeover.

María José Tezanos Bustamante
Community Event & Communication Management
SHAPE Morale & Welfare Branch
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Community News

SIS Integrated Field Trip to Normandy
Courtesy of SHAPE International School
This activity took place before the COVID-19 crisis

E

ighty-two students from the American, Belgian,
Canadian, and German sections of SHAPE
International School recently went to Normandy
to learn about the preparation and eventual D-Day
Invasion.
This field trip took place from March 3 to 5 and was
made possible thanks to the involvement and work
of a few teachers and Principals, as well as with the
financial support of General Services.
The students and their teachers woke early on the
morning of March 3 for a trip they will remember for
a lifetime.
During the first day, the students visited the American
and German Cemeteries.
On the second day, the programme included a visit
at Arromanches where the group watched a real-life
film footage from the Normandy invasion at the 360
Cinema. The students also had time to explore some
of the artificial port Mulberrys.
The second stop of the day included a visit to the Juno
Beach Welcome Center where they learned about the
Canadian contributions to the invasion.

During the evening, the students came together on the
beach of Asnelles to discuss the contributions made
by those that gave all on the beaches of Normandy.
They paused for a moment of silence to honor the
soldiers that fought on the beaches of Normandy.
On their last day, the students visited the Memorial of
Caen and its museum.

Impact of NATO Enlargement on
SHAPE International School (SIS)
Courtesy of SHAPE International School

A

s a result of the recent accession of North
Macedonia to NATO, LTC Panche Stefanovski,
National Military Representative at SHAPE, came to
SHAPE International School on 30 April 2020 to establish
and define mutual relations in the field of education.
Respecting the mandatory social distancing
measures, he was welcomed by Mr José Pittellioen,
Director General, SIS. After some consideration, the
distinguished guest ratified the existing Memorandum
of Understanding relating to the establishment and
operation of the SHAPE International School.
To immortalize this important event for the School
Community and for North Macedonia, LTC Stefanovski
signed the School’s Golden Book.

www.shape2day.com
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JAG U AR L AND ROVE R

BEAUTY MEETS PERFORMANCE
Members of NATO Forces receive preferential prices for Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles
through our Military Sales Program.
We supply both brands in RHD and LHD configuration to your countries specification for
all NATO members excluding US Members.
Now at SHAPE every FIRST and THIRD Thursday of the month.

Due to the current situation I’m working from home
Next to the
opticiansme
in the
main
center
car park.
Please,
contact
on
myshopping
mobile
phone
number: 31 652303151
For further information, please contact:
Peter Thomas, Geilenkirchen, SHAPE / NATO HQ BRUSSELS
+49 (0)2451 636084 • +49 (0)2451 9154232
Mobile +31 652303151 • pete.thomas@grantandgreen.de
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military news

Conference call between
Minister Guerini & US Defense Secretary Esper
By Marco FAVETTA, Cap. (OF-2), ITA AF

Telephone call between Defence Minister Lorenzo Guerini and US Defense Secretary Mark Esper:
“A further proof of our historic brotherhood with the USA”

In the first place, let me thank you on behalf of the
Italian Government and people for your solidarity
and further support in terms of medical and
healthcare aid made available recently: that was
even more significant in light of the crisis affecting
also your country. Said Defence Minister Lorenzo Guerini

O

n 23rd April, Defence Minister Lorenzo
Guerini opened his telephone call with US
Defense Secretary Mark Esper with that
address.

NATO, the two ministers agreed, is proving it can
provide added value in crises such as the ongoing
one, that is also proving the Alliance’s ability to
adapt even in unforeseeable circumstances:

The previous call between Guerini and Esper during
the pandemic had taken place on 26 March.

“…as proven by adopted actions and measures”, as
stated by Minister Guerini.

We know we can rely on friends. Aid provided by
the United States by military channels received
concrete marks of appreciation. A demonstration
of brotherhood by the USA which proves once more
the extreme solidity of the historic transatlantic
relations between our countries, at the level of
both military cooperation and mutual solidarity at
this time of crisis. Minister Guerini stated

Lorenzo Guerini also expressed his solidarity to his
US counterpart as regards the COVID-19 emergency
in the US.

Guerini reiterated that Italy is absolutely aware
of the solidarity received from the United States
and the mutual will to help each other, not only
by sharing the expertise and solutions adopted
with regard to the COVID-19 emergency, but also
by offering crucial capabilities such as the biocontainment transportation assets recently made
available by Minister Guerini to the NATO Allies.

Finally, as regards scientific research, Guerini
and Esper ensured that every progress made in
developing a vaccine and identifying effective
treatments will be mutually shared.

At this very difficult time, we feel close to the
American people.
We are fully aware of the hardships and sacrifices
that the management of this crisis inflicts on all
our citizens. Minister Guerini stated

The call ended with a mutual commitment to consult
each other on the ongoing crisis as it evolves.

www.shape2day.com
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SACEUR &and OPERATIONAL COMMANDERS
CONDUCT VIRTUAL
OPERATIONAL CONFERENCE
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

KFOR Commander Major General Michele Risi participates in a Secure Video Teleconference with Allied Command Operations operational commanders on
Friday, April 24, 2020. Photo by KFOR Public Affairs Office

upreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR),
General Tod D. Wolters, held a Secure
Video Teleconference with the operational
commanders of the NATO Mission in Iraq (NMI), the
NATO operation in Kosovo (KFOR), and the Resolute
Support Mission (RSM) in Afghanistan on Friday,
April 24, 2020.

S

The virtual meeting demonstrates Allied Command
Operations (ACO) ability to continue to lead
and execute ongoing and important operational
missions.
The call, conducted to respect current physical
distancing measures across Allied nations, included
U.S. General Austin Scott Miller, Resolute Support
Mission (RSM) commander, Italian Major General
Michele Risi, Kosovo Force (KFOR) Mission
commander, and Canadian Major General Jennie
Carignan, NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) commander.
NATO continues to deliver effective deterrence and
defence.

We are laser-focused on that delivery.
Our ability to conduct operations has not been
undermined, our forces remain ready and our
crucial work continues.
Said General Tod D. Wolters.

6
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NATO is presently conducting and leading three
major operations.
First, and on the request of the Iraqi government,
NATO agreed to establish a training and capacity
building mission in Iraq in October 2018.
NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) is helping to strengthen
Iraqi security forces and Iraqi military education
institutions so that Iraqi forces can prevent the
return of ISIS/Da’esh.
Secondly, NATO has been leading the Kosovo Force
(KFOR) since 1999, supporting international efforts
to build peace and stability in Kosovo.
Over time, as the security situation has improved,
NATO has been gradually adjusting KFOR’s force
posture towards a smaller and more flexible force.
KFOR coordinates fully with the United Nations, the
European Union and other international bodies to
support the development of a peaceful, multi-ethnic
Kosovo.
Third, NATO is leading the Resolute Support
Mission (RSM) to help Afghan national security
forces and institutions to continue developing
the necessary skills and structures that will allow
them to maintain security in the country. RSM
does this through training, advice and assistance.

This non-combat mission was launched on January
1, 2015, following on from NATO’s International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) that was completed
in December 2014.

peaceful settlement, paving the way for intraAfghan negotiations between a fully inclusive
Afghan national team and the Taliban to reach a
comprehensive peace agreement.

At the Brussels Summit in July 2018, Allies committed
to sustaining the mission until conditions indicate a
change is appropriate.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, NATO missions in
Iraq, Kosovo and Afghanistan continue.

NATO welcomed the announcement, on February
29, 2020, of significant first steps in pursuit of a

NATO continues to execute daily operations with
measures implemented to reduce exposure and
potential transmission of the virus.

Our values—individual liberty, democracy, human
rights and the rule of law—remain ever-important
to protect and our commitment to our partners in
Afghanistan, Kosovo and Iraq remain a major focus
Said General Tod D. Wolters.

Don’t miss your chance to drive away in a

2021 Audi at
2020 Pricing!

Available on select models. Ask a Sales Representative for details.

militaryautosource.com/audi
MAISIERES (SHAPE) | Rue Grand 189A | B-7020 Maisieres (Mons)
(directly across from Main Gate of SHAPE HQS)
Office: 0476 21 11 6 Cell: 0032 (0) 476 21 11 36
Offer valid on select models and does not include the Q5. Vehicles shown are for illustration only, and may contain optional equipment available at additional cost. Vehicles shown are for illustration only,
and may contain optional equipment available at additional cost. Program and guarantees are subject to terms and conditions. Offered by Auto Exchange Kaftfahrzeug-Handels GmbH. (AX346)

www.shape2day.com
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ANS GARANTIE

PURE QUALITÉ

Your dedicated contact :

GIORGO NICOLACOPOULOS
+ 32 (0)474 25 73 87

Diplomatic Sales

Hybrid or fully electric
’
witH all tHe space and versatility you d expect

Members of diplomatic organizations such as Shape, EEG or NATO are eligible for attractive
discounts with the Diplomatic Sales Department of Kia Motors Belgium.
Would you like to find more about our specific Kia conditions ?
Or do you want to know if you meet the conditions to profit from a diplomatic sales discount?
Please contact Kia Rousseau in Mons by way of diplo@rousseau-kia.net or +32 (0)65 87 90 01

ROUSSEAU

Grand Route 69b B-7000 Mons
+32 (0)65 87 90 01
diplo@rousseau-kia.net
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International & Diplomatic Sales

SHAPE,
75TH ANNIVERSARY
OF VICTORY IN
EUROPE DAY

O

n this milestone anniversary of Victory
in Europe Day, we remember all who
resisted behind enemy lines.

Those who worked tirelessly on farms and
factories to supply and equip the war effort,
who fought on land, sea and in the air.
Those who gave everything for who what they
loved.
We also reflect on the horrors of World War II
the Holocaust, the tremendous destruction,
the millions of lives lost. All solemn reminders
of the importance of preserving peace.
To our World War II heroes, we are blessed to
have watching, our nation and the world will
forever be in your debt.
In these uncertain times, as ever, we are
eternally inspired by your grit, selfless
service, and sacrifices in defence of freedom,
democracy, and one another.

Thank you, and may God
bless you all.
SACEUR, G. Tod D. Wolters

Check the Video by SHAPE Public Affairs Office at:
https://shape.nato.int/news-archive/2020/video-shape-75th-anniversary-of-victory-in-europe-day

www.shape2day.com
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Legal News!

By Borja Montes Toscano
LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

70 Years Later and the North Atlantic
Treaty proves effective in COVID-19 crisis

S

ince last January the world, and
particularly NATO countries, has
faced many challenges as result of
COVID-19 crisis. This situation has caused
economic disruption and many national
healthcare systems have almost collapsed.
Private entities, charities and population as
well have shown their best spirit of solidarity
to tackle the effects of this pandemic and to
assist the most vulnerable. However, in the
field of international relations, states must
protect citizens’ health and have to adopt
common responses through international
and regional institutions like the WHO, the
EU and NATO. Health Security has become
one of the main concerns in recent years
and NATO’s assistance in past months has
proved that its dynamic institutionalization
(reinforced through the NATO Strategic
concepts approved in the 1990s and 2000s) is
more than ever before ready to tackle new
hybrid risks and threats. Since the outbreak
of COVID-19, NATO has fostered different
measures related to logistics and planning,
financial
support,
fielding
hospitals,
transportation of patients, disinfection of
public areas, and at border crossings. Allies
were not hesitant on sharing medical
supplies (face masks, disinfectant products…),
airlifting critical patiens as well as providing
other vital support.
These efforts performed by allies during
the sanitary crisis have confirmed that
NATO relies on a robust mutual assistance
mechanism that can be activated when
required. Such a mechanism is based on
Article 3 of the North Atlantic Treaty (NAT)
and requires institutions for the maintenance
and development of individual and collective
capacities in order to resist an armed attack,
i.e., the obligation of self-helping and mutual
assistance to have the physical capacity and
resources. These capabilities are not only
of military nature, but also relate to the use
of all kind of resources. Actually in hybrid
environments this statement comes true. In
the legal spectrum, these capabilities take the

10
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form of bilateral and multilateral instruments
(MOUs, Technical Arrangements…etc) which
normally respond to a concept prepared
by SHAPE or HQ SACT and approved by
the nations at the MC. NATO response to
COVID-19 has been efficient because the
organization counted with a proper network
of functional institutions whose tasks have
been fully oriented in the framework of the
functions and principles of NATO. These
functions have been performed taking into
account the Principle of Interoperability
which can only be achieved through the
effective employment of standardization,
training,
exercises,
lessons
learned,
demonstrations, tests and trials. In addition,
such Interoperability is strengthened
because NATO keeps full cooperation with
partner countries and other international
organizations.
Articles 4 (consultation in case territorial
integrity, political independence or security
of any of the parties is threatened) and 5
(invidual or collective self-defence in case of
armed attack) NAT are the main provisions
for NATO’s mutual assistance. However,
this mutual assistance would have not been
possible without the institutionalization
provision enshrined in Article 9 NAT. This
provision enables the North Atlantic Council
(main political decision-making body within
the Alliance) to create “subsidiary bodies as
may be necessary”. NATO’s Euro-Atlantic
Disaster Response Coordination Centre
(EADRCC), NATO Support and Procurement
Agency (NSPA), Strategic Airlift International
Solution (SALIS) programme, Movements
Coordination Centre Europe (MCCE) or Rapid
Air Mobility (RAM) initiative are evidence
of that. Article 9 refers to the immediate
implementation of Articles 3 and 5 by a
defence committee. This refers to the fact
that before and after an armed attack NATO
institutions must promote to maintain and
develop individual and ‘collective capacities’
to resist an armed attack and other crisis
situations that put at risk collective security
within NATO nations, as COVID-19 did.
Article 9, via Article 4, gives NATO
constituents the ability to address security
and defense matters beyond Articles 5 and 6
and clearly shows “the will of governments
to consult”. The combination of Articles 4
and 9 have created the central backbone of
NATO’s institutional ‘regime’. In turn, Article
4 – consultation - enables the interaction of
Articles 3, 5 and 9 as NATO’s common political

and administrative acts must always be preceded
by discussion and consultation. Such procedures’
goals are the promotion of political cooperation,
cohesion and interdependence among the allies.
NATO’s institutionalization is a never-ending
process and represents the very heart of NATO
being an international organization. Without the
full institutionalization enshrined in Article 9 of
the NAT, the development of mutual assistance
among its members’ states during the COVID-19
crisis would have been troublesome.
Complex hybrid scenarios and crisis situations like
the COVID-19 have come to stay for a long term.
Article 3 (mutual assistance) is the main basis for
NATO to build better legal resilience and readiness
to their legal framework through different
elements such as legal interoperability, legal
readiness, legal vigilance and legal awareness. The
Washington Treaty (and subsequent agreements
and protocols completed in London, Ottawa and
Paris in 1951 and 1952) is more than ever before the
main tool available for the Alliance to face new
threats and challenges and further efforts need
to be undertaken within that legal framework
to ensure collective self-defence and resilience.
ACO Office of Legal Affairs shows sensitivity and
respect for NATO states and their personnel for
their strong commitment during the COVID-19
crisis.

We are NATO!
www.shape2day.com
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WORLD CHILDREN'S DAY
100TH ANNIVERSARY OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY & CHILDREN'S DAY
By MAJ (OF-3) Emre OZTAS (TUR AF)

he 23rd of April is the day that the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey was founded
in 1920. The founder of the Turkish Republic,
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, dedicated this day to the to
all children of the world to recognize that children are
the future of the world.

T

Since 1927, it has also become National Sovereignty
and Children's Day. In 1979, UNICEF recognized this
important national day as an international event and
world children's day.

Little ladies, little gentlemen:
You are all the roses, the
stars and the sparkling joy of
our future, the ones who will
elevate the nation.
Always be aware of your
value and significance! And
work hard...
We have great expectations
from you.

Said Mustafa Kemal ATATURK

In any other year, under “normal” circumstances,
people across the country would celebrate this
holiday as they always have.
Schools and other institutions would organize large
public ceremonies, often outdoors.

Government officials, from local civil servants to
the President himself, would hand over their official
duties to child representatives for a day. And the
Grand National Assembly would hold a special
session, chaired by children, highlighting the issues
they care about most.

12
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The SHAPE community has been celebrating World
Children’s Day annually with great enthusiasm in a
multinational atmosphere with great participation
since 1999. Activities were organized by SHAPE
International School (SIS) and Turkish NMR.
Yet the contributions of all nations in SHAPE made
the celebrations joyful to the extreme.
As a result of COVID-19 pandemic, World Children’s
Day Organizations both in Turkey and at SHAPE, in
consultation with all relevant bodies, are cancelled.
However, alternative celebrations were hold in
Turkey in accordance with taking precautions and
following the restrictions.
One of which is that people at 9 p.m. took up their
places at the windows and balconies of their homes
to sing the national anthem, the Istiklal Marsi (March
of Freedom), while waving the Turkish flag in order
to mark the 100th anniversary of the foundation of the
Grand National Assembly of Turkey.

SHAPE LIFE

At SHAPE Community, the celebration program,
during which the outstanding performances of
children would be enrolled in the SHAPE Alliance
Auditorium with the International Choir and folk
dance performances, was cancelled, while the
drawing contest for World Children’s Day, with the
theme “What makes me happy…”, is postponed until
schools are re-opened.
Further information will be released by SHAPE
International School (SIS) and Turkish NMR.

Wish all children to spend their lives
with health, joy and cheer.
Happy Children's Day!

Turkish Airlines flight TK1920 draws crescent and star in sky

Turkish Airlines, the flag carrier airline of the country, has created a massive Turkish flag over the skies of the
Central Anatolia Region. The airline’s Boeing 777-300 flight path is shaped as a crescent and a star. The flight
number “TK1920” symbolizes the founding date of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, the country’s
Parliament, as founded in Ankara on April 23rd, 1920. The flight attracted the attention of over 105.000+ viewers

www.shape2day.com
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A final farewell and Thank you
By Chantal Labrie

T

hree years ago, when we
first arrived on SHAPE,
my husband asked me
a question that influenced my
experience on SHAPE. What was that
very important question? Is there a
Father Daughter Dance on SHAPE?
After some inquiring, the answer I
found was that no, there was no father
daughter dance that was open to the
entire community. There was private
event held by the Girl Scout Troop
but that was all.
From there, a new challenge was
given to me. I met the commander of
the American Legion Post BE02 who
partnered me up with the Girl Scouts.
From there, the rest is history.
Our first year was met with the many
challenges of figuring out how to host
an event on SHAPE. From getting
BSG approval to deciding the event
location, theme and ticket prices.
The event could have been a total
flop. We didn’t really have a budget.
We depended on ticket sales almost
entirely. The team was small but
mighty.
We managed to host an event for
over 200 people on a shoestring
budget. The décor team worked
incredibly hard and transformed the

14
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Event Centre Hall into an enchanted
evening in Paris. It truly was a magical
evening.
Our second year, we listened and
learned from our mistakes. We found
a great DJ, better food options and
our team grew. The event included
official sponsors who helped our
budget increase and we did some
fundraising to help make the event
even better. The Event Centre was
once again transformed into an
enchanted evening with Belle and the
Beast.
This year was my third and last year.
We started planning and working
in September with a core team of
dedicated volunteers. The outcome
was far from what we had planned.
Unfortunately, many of the core team
are leaving but we have faith in the
few remaining that next year’s event
will be even better than the last two!
We had to postpone the event until
next year and this will give the new
team time to continue with the plans
laid out for this year.
The last three years could not have
been possible without the support of
a few community members.
Thank you American Legion Post
BE02 and the Girl Scouts Troop for

believing in me and helping with
all the hours of planning. Andrew’s
Federal Credit Union and Grandma’s
Attic, thank you for supporting the
event. We could not have done it
without both of your support.
The SHAPE International Library and
the SHAPE Arts and Crafts Center,
your support was so very much
appreciated. You helped out with
your time and resources and I really
appreciate it.
SHAPE Valencia Flowershop, your
work is incredible. The transformation
of the Event Center could not have
been complete without your amazing
and incredible talent.
The event was also made so much
better by our DJ, photographers and
the volunteers from the National
Honors Society and JROTC.
The event planning had many ups
and downs. The level of stress leading
up to the opening of the doors was at
times intense.
However, I wouldn’t change it for a
minute. Personally, the event has
helped me develop so many skills
and I’m so thankful I was given this
opportunity. I’d like to thank the
community for their support.

From the support at our bake
sale, raffles and ticket sales to the
volunteers who helped the day of or
leading up to the event.
I’d especially like to thank our Dance
Committee Members who helped
make every single decision and
poured their heart into the event.
Thank you, Marta Genchi and
Amanda Hawkins for all their hard
work on the décor for the event also
to Dez Nic who was in charge of food
this year.
Thank you, Christy Cherry, Leeza
Jordan, Jennifer Meister, Lucia
McGlothlin, Laurence Clarke, Shelley
Bielstein-Revell and Joe Schram, the
event would have only been possible
thanks to your dedication and
support. I can’t thank you all enough.
Also another special thank you to
those volunteers who remained
behind the scene, assisting in a
variety of ways.
To the community, thank you for
trusting in us and giving us the
opportunity to make such a fun event
happen.

I can’t wait to hear about
the event next year and
hopefully for many more
years to come !
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MEET THE SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP VOLUNTEERS
By Caroline D. Joyce, STG Publicity

T

he STG regrets having to shorten our Spring Season
and wanted all our travelers, old and new, to know
we miss them and are working hard to plan for
when we can venture out again.
While our Desk is closed, we thought we’d take this
opportunity to introduce ourselves. We are a diverse
group of volunteers, some with years of experience and
others who joined us only a month or two ago, who love
traveling and want to share that love with others.

If you have traveled with us once or multiple times and
wonder what being a volunteer entails, please contact
us through our Facebook page and we’ll explain the ins
and outs and how easy it is to join our group.
We provide all the training and flexibility to help at
your own pace and as your schedule allows.
We are excited about our Fall Schedule and are looking
forward to traveling with you again soon!

Dena Gregory - President
NATIONALITY: American (Latvian, Italian,
English Heritage)
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: August will be
2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 1 year 2
months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: At least 30
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love to travel and the
volunteers were amazing, helpful, and so
friendly - I wanted to be able to do the
same for others in our community!
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Dover Castle - so
many great travel buddies and such great
history there!
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: I’d take you to Singapore
because it has an amazing mix of cultures
and great food.

Yayoi Mack - Vice President
NATIONALITY: Japanese
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 6 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 1 year and
2 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: Cannot count....
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? My son had graduated from
Shape HS and now I have time to work at
STG.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Cologne.
Ever since I came here, I always wanted to
go to the Cologne Christmas Market
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: Tokyo Japan!

Johanna Sugg - Secretary
NATIONALITY: American (Finnish and
Swedish ancestry)
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 9 months.
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 4 months.
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 9 (5 different countries, in
addition to Belgium)
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I really enjoyed the trips and
found the volunteers to be an amazing
group of ladies.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Probably my
first one: Cochem, Germany.
It included a castle, a quaint colorful town,
amazing scenery, delicious schnitzel, and
a wine tour. What’s not to love?
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: Greece! Because that
would guarantee that I’d make it there!

Margo Kwasnoski - Treasurer
NATIONALITY: American
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 4 months
volunteering.
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 18 months as a customer
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? Encouragement from current
board
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Paris. To do
it as a day trip with STG was such a
unique and different aspect. Also going
to places in the Netherlands and other
nearby locations that I would have never
done alone or with family...truly the best
experience.
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: Cinque Terre, Italy, one of
my favorite places.
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Caroline Joyce - Publicity
NATIONALITY: American (Scottish, Welsh,
German ancestry)
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 2 1/2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 2 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 20 at least! I’ve lost count.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? After traveling with STG for
over 2 years, I decided it was time to jump
in and help plan fantastic trips for new
members in the SHAPE community.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY?: So many were
memorable, but one that was unique was
to Nancy, France where we had a lovely
walking tour and then enjoyed a set lunch
at a Michelin starred restaurant. It was
fabulous!
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: The Wild Atlantic Way
coastal route and the Cliffs of Moher in
Ireland. Truly one of the most beautiful
places in the world.

Cliffs of Moher

Ashlee Cortopassi, Publicity Committee
NATIONALITY: American
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 3.5 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 3 years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: Never enough! 6 months as
a traveler and 3 years as a STG escort/
board member.
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I went on STG trips when I
first arrived and quickly discovered that
it was a great way to build my community.
In short, the people were NICE, welcoming,
and wanted to discover new places just
like me! I became a volunteer because
I enjoy using my creativity through
publicity work, having a “job” to keep
me centered, making close friendships
with other volunteers, and exploring
places I wouldn’t likely be able to do with
my family. My volunteer hours translate
into inexpensive travel opportunities and
social connection amongst SHAPEians.
I have fun and it makes me proud to
contribute as a volunteer to the SHAPE
community. Win-win!
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? I have a hard time
choosing. Some memorable highlights...
railbiking to Maredsous Abbey, taking
my mom to Monet’s gardens in Giverny,
France, Polish Pottery Outlet, too many
lovely Dutch towns to mention, amazing
restaurants like Michelin 3-star Guy Savoy
in Paris and the restaurant that inspired
Julia Child in Rouen, Champagne tastings
in Épernay and Reims, a memorable
mustard mill/castle/lunch/wine tasting in
Cochem, Germany, and discovering the
magic of Christmas market trips with
good friends. It’s been a blast!

Carrie Parker, Current Treasurer
NATIONALITY: American
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 3 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 2 years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: I lost count but over 20
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I became a volunteer
because I love showing people around and
organizing trips. I have had the nickname
of Tour Guide Barbie for over 10 years and
my family and friends always look to me
to help with their vacation planning.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? My favorite trip
was when we went to Stratford upon
Avon. It was exciting, beautiful and Kellie
and I took the challenge of hitting all of
the museums. We barely made it back to
the bus.
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU to: I would love to take our
passengers to Abu Dhabi. It is an amazing
city with so much culture and history.

Abu Dhabi

www.shape2day.com
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PRIVILEGED TO SERVE YOU IN MONS
60 YEARS OF DIPLOMATIC SERVICE
- Exclusive pricing and savings
- Premium service near your location
- Volvo Assistance 24h
- Volvo Insurance
- English speaking employees

MONS VOLVO CERTIFIED DIPLOMATIC
AND DIPLOMATIC SALES AGENT
Rue de Grand Courant 6A - 7033 Cuesmes
+32/65 327 847
d.hecq@ardson.be
Your dedicated Diplomatic Seller in Mons.
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Suzanne Price, Publicity Committee
NATIONALITY: American
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 2.5 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: About 2
years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: I have taken at least 12 trips
since I came to SHAPE
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A VOLUNTEER?
I love serving the community and there are
so many places I want to see in Europe, it
was a natural fit!
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? I would say the first
trip I escorted, which was Dover Castle, UK.
There are always small worries when you
are an escort, but the passengers made it
easy and very enjoyable for me!
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: Troy. I’ve always wanted to
see the legendary site which is situated in
present-day Turkey.
Here’s a neat story.
On the Dusseldorf trip last fall, our tour
guide provided by the Tourist Information
had been a SHAPE kid herself! She spent
part of her childhood at SHAPE, when it was
situated just outside of Paris.

Ida Jensson, Escort
NATIONALITY: Norwegian
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 20 years
(arrived in May 2000)
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: In total 9
years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: Many! And still counting!
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love travelling, meeting new
people, and working in an international
environment.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? I love Monet’s
Garden! I’ve been there 2 times with the
STG, and it’s beautiful come rain or sun.
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: The Trans-Siberian
Railway or The Orient Express, as both
must be so interesting.

Chantal Labrie, Escort
NATIONALITY: Canadian
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 3 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 8 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 10 as a customer and 3 as a
volunteer
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love travelling and I love the
energy of the STG. They always made me
feel welcome on the trips and a part of
the family. I wanted to help share that
feeling with others!
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? This is a really
hard question as every trip has been
unique and fun. However, I’d have to say
it’s between my two trips to Cologne’s
Christmas Markets and the Strasbourg
Christmas Market. Christmas Markets
are so much fun when you are with a group
of great friends and with Strasbourg’s
distance, I never thought I’d make it but
it was totally worth it!
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,
I’D TAKE YOU TO: Petra in Jordan because
it is a dream vacation of mine and it’s so
fun taking these trips with a group of
friends.

The SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP is a non-profit organization run exclusively
by volunteers from the SHAPE community. We offer only low-cost day
trips, mainly during the week. Our trips are advertised in the SHAPE
Community Life Magazine, online, and using posters and flyers around
the SHAPE Community.
You can join our Facebook group for up-to-date information about
upcoming trips and our launch party in August for our Fall 2020 season
www.facebook.com/groups/SHAPETravelGroup/

www.shape2day.com
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Silvia Pena Castro, Escort
NATIONALITY: Spanish
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 6 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 2
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? As I am living at the moment
in a new country, I want to take the
opportunity to volunteer and get to know
different people.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? My favorite trip
was Amsterdam because I enjoyed a lot
of this town. The weather was wonderful,
and the people were amazing.
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, I’D
TAKE YOU TO: I would like to visit Australia
because I think this place is very different
from my country.
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Mariko Tsuboi, Escort
NATIONALITY: Japanese
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: Almost 2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 11 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: 7
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A VOLUNTEER?
I wanted to do something fun.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Cologne Christmas
market 2018.
My first trip with STG!
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, I’D
TAKE YOU TO: Japan!

Stelina Asvesta, Escort
NATIONALITY: Greek
NUMBER OF YEARS IN SHAPE: 2 years
YEARS/MONTHS AS A VOLUNTEER: 2 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS AS CUSTOMER &
VOLUNTEER: Around 8 trips
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A VOLUNTEER?
I like traveling and meet new people.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR
FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? London because
walking around London one truly feels as
though you’re at the center of the world.
IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, I’D
TAKE YOU TO: Japan!

We hope to see you soon!

Looking for a Good Time?
Courtesy of SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)

Do you fancy meeting ladies who love to
have a good time?
Are you itching to try something new and
exciting once your social restrictions
are loosened?
Do you have talents in areas that might
be of interest to a group of strong,
conFident and independent women?
Do you enjoy stimulating conversation
with ladies from other cultures and
backgrounds?

Well, the SHAPE International Women's Club "SIWC" is looking for you!
The SIWC Board is looking for ladies in the SHAPE Community to fill various positions that
will be open in the upcoming 2020/2021 season.
If you would like to add some spice to your life, here’s the email:

siwcpresident@gmail.com

And for those of you who thought this was anything else, you should get your mind out of the gutter.

www.shape2day.com
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Dig Deeper at the Library
This Summer!
By Lara Harrison, Public Services Librarian

omething exciting is going on this
summer at both your SHAPE
International and Chievres Branch
Libraries.

S

Our 2020 Summer Reading program
is drawing closer! This year’s
Summer Reading theme is “Dig
Deeper: Read, Investigate, Discover!
“so get ready for all types of activities
where books help us investigate,
research, and explore our world.
We’re planning plenty of fun
with mysteries, puzzles, STEM
investigations, and one of our
favorite ways to dig deeper –
dinosaurs!
As in years past, we will have a
Toddler, Child, Teen and Adult
Summer Reading Program. Simply
by tracking your reading minutes
online, you will earn prizes by
reaching certain goals!
Start logging minutes on June 29th
and keep track through August to
reach those goals.
You can choose your own books,
and read (or listen!) in any language.
We have reading lists available at the
library, too, if you want some ideas.
Registration will begin in June, but
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continues throughout the summer
to allow newly arrived community
members to join.

the COVID-19 protocols remain in
place through summer 2020, so stay
tuned!

Travelling? While the program runs
from June 29th through August 8th,
you can collect prizes through the
end of August in case you are away
during the summer break.

In case you can’t wait to experience
some dinosaur fun, take a look at the
dinosaur fossils at the Royal Belgian
Institute of Natural Sciences.
Located in Brussels, the Institute’s
Dinosaur Gallery is the largest
room in Europe entirely devoted to
dinosaurs, their discovery, lives and
evolution!

Moving this summer? You can even
register here and transfer to any
other US DoD library when you
arrive at your new duty station!
A summer reading program is a
fun way to bridge the summer gap,
keeping students’ language and
other skills sharp over the summer
holidays. Plus there’s always plenty
of fun to be had!
As part of the Summer Reading fun,
free activities will be held during July
and the beginning of August, hosted
by both SHAPE International and
Chievres Branch libraries.
In the past, we have had movie
nights, a band concert, board game
afternoons, STEM programs, special
storytimes, and more!
We are working hard to make plans
to adapt our programming in case

For more information, take a look at
their website:
https://www.naturalsciences.be
Check our calendars online for
dates, times, and more details!
All events can be found here:
http://chievres.armymwr.com/
europe/chievres/categories/libraries
and on the SHAPE International
Library Facebook page.

We hope to see
you in the library
this summer!

Take the Library with
you wherever you go !
By Lara Harrison, Public Services Librarian

Wlanguages and daily programing, the SHAPE

ith its collection of books in 19 different

International Library takes a lot of pride in serving our
growing international community.
But the library goes beyond just books and four brick
walls. Even when we’re closed, the SHAPE International
Library and the Chievres Branch Library are the places to
go for free information and resources.
Modern libraries offer a range of free online resources as
well as traditional physical materials, providing patrons
a wealth of information that they often cannot find
elsewhere.
While we’re closed due to quarantine restrictions, why
not take advantage of this time to explore some of the
Army Libraries Europe online resources?
These are great opportunities to stay connected and
informed while staying safe at home!
We’ve presented here just a few highlights of the fifty
online resources available to our patrons.
You can see a complete list on our catalog webpage, under
the Online Resources heading:

http://mwrlibrary.armybiznet.com/
Using any of these resources is easy, and all you need is a
library account and a device. Our online resources do not
require special equipment; many are accessible through
free apps on any tablet or smartphone.

You really are only a click away
from enlightenment!
For more information on any of our resources, contact
the SHAPE International Library or Chievres Branch
Library.
We will gladly answer questions and help you learn how to
utilize the library’s electronic resources. You can contact
us online on the SHAPE International Library Facebook
page and at:

http://chievres.armymwr.com/europe/
chievres/categories/libraries
And of course, we still have our collection of physical
materials too: books, DVDs, video games, music CDs,
language learning materials, and more!

It is all free of charge to
SHAPE ID card holders!

Kanopy is one the newest
additions to the library’s
online
resources.
This
streaming service provides
access to more than 30,000 thousand award-winning films
and documentaries. The Kanopy collection includes classic
films and world cinema, including many of the popular
Criterion Collection titles; popular movies, like Lady Bird
and Moonlight; plus a whole lot more educational and
entertainment films. There’s even a Kanopy Kids library, with
popular documentaries and kids’ programs too. These are all
accessible from anywhere, anytime, with any device!
Recorded Books offers
a variety of resources to
library patrons through their
RBDigital mobile apps, and
they have added two new
services to enjoy. RBDigital Unlimited Comics brings 1,500
of the best comics and graphic novels from major brands to
library patrons. Patrons of all ages will find something to love
in this collection—from Disney Comics’ beloved characters
and stories such as Frozen, Lion King, Star Wars and Mickey
Mouse, to Marvel Comics’ Captain Marvel, Spiderman, and
The Avengers, to other publisher brand favorites like Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, Transformers, Hellboy, My Little Pony,
and Peabody and Sherman. It is easy to search within the
RBDigital app to find your favorite titles, authors, or series.
You can even check out titles as volumes instead of single
issues! RBDigital also now offers library patrons access to The
Great Courses!
Great Courses provides
patrons the chance to learn
in courses taught by the top
1% of university professors and experts from the Ivy League
and other renowned schools and institutions. With hundreds
of videos on subjects ranging from photography to physics,
astronomy to art, history to health, and more, The Great
Courses Library Collection has courses on how to do it, how to
learn it, or how it happened. Some of these full-length courses
include Fundamentals of Photography, The Inexplicable
Universe: Unsolved Mysteries, The Black Death: The World’s
Most Devastating Plague, and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy:
Techniques for Retraining Your Brain. You could learn with
amazing instructors you wouldn’t normally have access to,
such as mathematician Arthur T. Benjamin, astrophysicist Neil
deGrasse Tyson, National Geographic’s master photographer
Joel Satrore, and Music Historian-in-Residence Robert
Greenberg.
Looking to stay informed
with
current
events?
PressReader delivers the
world’s newspapers and magazines to readers wherever they
live, travel, work or play. PressReader offers access to more
than 6,000 newspapers and magazines from more than 100
countries in 60+ languages. With PressReader, you can hold
an enhanced digital replica of your favorite publication in your
hands and read it from cover to cover, just the way the title was
printed, with no compromises in quality, fidelity or content.
Titles can be accessed in virtual print online, or through a free
app on mobile devices, tablets or eReaders.
www.shape2day.com
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Comfort class
SUV.

New CITROËN
C5 AIRCROSS SUV
Suspension with progressive Hydraulic Cushions®
3 same-width independent rear seats
grip Control with Hill descent Assist
Record boot volume up to 720 l
Advanced Comfort Seats
eAT8 automatic gearbox
20 driving aids

COmbINed CONSUmpTIONS (l/100 km): fROm 3,8 TO 7,2. CO2 emISSIONS (g/km): fROm 106 TO 132.

ISS/SODEXA OffErS yOu A cOnfIDEntIAl quOtAtIOn, EXcluSIvEly rESErvED fOr DIplOmAtS
INTeRNATIONAl SAleS ANd dIplOmATIC ORgANISATIONS
Your dedicated contact:
Guillaume RocheR: +33 (0)6 18 05 35 51 • guillaume.rocher@mpsa.com
24 SCL
www.psa-ventes-diplomatiques.com

SHAPE-Public Affairs Office
Approved Official Statement
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

N

ATO, together with other international
organizations, is closely monitoring the
outbreak and all NATO Allies have taken
preventative measures.
We welcome the leading efforts of World Health
Organization (WHO) to raise awareness and
provide guidance to countries and individuals.
NATO military medical staff remains vigilant.
They are monitoring any potential impact for NATO
troops deployed on operations. To ensure the
safety of staff and visitors, NATO has also taken
preventative measures at our headquarters, based
on guidance from the World Health Organization.
Precautionary measures include the temporary
suspension of some group visits until further notice.

COS SHAPE ORDER N0093: SHAPE REGENERATION PLAN FOR COVID-19
Reference: SH/MGT/AP/20-005915 - Dated: 14 May 2020

Base Support Group
Family Support and Central Processing Branch
REGISTRATION SECTION

New Online Appointment Booking System
Dear Customers,
In order to provide the best service possible and
to avoid a long waiting time, the RGN section is
introducing a new online Appointment Booking
System, available from the SHAPE2DAY-website.
- Appointments for 16 MAY 2020 and beyond
will need to be made through the new online
system at:
https://www.shape2day.com/arrivingleaving

- Initial appointments for newcomers will be
initiated by the respective NMR’s or
- Personnel Offices at SHAPE after the newcomer
provided them all required in-processing data.
- Please be reminded that, as a mitigation
measure for the COVID-19, the RGN section will
continue to work with a minimal manning until
further notice.
- In case of doubt while booking an appointment,
please call 8348.

www.shape2day.com
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when the lockdown is over !
By Antoaneta S. Lazarova, Environmental Health Technician, SHAPE Healthcare Facility

Blockdown

elgium is preparing slowly for the lift of the
in several phases. Relaxing the
measures won't necessarily mean that the
coronavirus outbreak is over, there may be
economic reasons for schools and businesses to
reopen, however there's still much we don't know
about the long-term behavior of COVID-19, and
our lifestyle won't fully return to "normal" right
away, but the efforts we are making are paying off.
The transition between phases will be monitored,
and is only possible if we continue to respect the
basic rules of social distance and hand hygiene.
Social distance
Social distancing means isolating ourselves from
the crowd and to avoid public gatherings, parties,
places frequented by the public (more than 10
people) and maintaining almost a distance of six
feet, wherever we can.
Hosting a party at home or crowding into an
establishment when reopened, will bring people
together and may risk individuals to be infected
by an asymptomatic host.
Take the safety in your own hands
We have to continue practicing basic hygiene.
It’s crucial to wash your hands regularly with
soap and water, for at least 20 seconds, as soon
as possible after contact with others and places
outside the home.
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There is no need for antibacterial soap; COVID-19
is a virus, not a bacteria. If hand washing isn’t
possible, keep a sanitizer or disinfecting wipes
nearby at all times.
Avoid touching your face – touching your face
makes you susceptible to contamination through
the eyes, nose and mouth. Avoid touching surfaces
like doorknobs, handles or the floor in the market.
Stand in a queue and maintain a good distance
to avoid picking up germs along the way. Avoid
sharing towels.
Clean and disinfect our phone or objects which
are taken outside the home and brought back
in. Face masks will play a key role during the
transition between phases.
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that they
are always used in public spaces, but especially
when the physical distance cannot be guaranteed.

Don't immediately visit high-risk people
All we want when quarantine ends to rush out
and give the seniors and immunocompromised
friends and relevant a big, warm hug.
Nevertheless, that might not be the best for them.
For people who are in high-risk groups, keeping a
healthy distance may still be the best manner to
keep them safe. Even if they are staying in a safe
environment, we can transmit sickness to them.
Don't plan big holiday trips
You may have already started a mental list of
every place in the world you want to visit once
restrictions lift, but have a little patience, even
after the restrictions are lifted, to avoid all nonessential travel.
It can also depend on each country, with
destinations across Europe facing much stricter
lockdowns due to COVID-19, we are at the
beginning of the end, waiting for a new start.
Some of the forecasts are more optimistic, some
not.
Values will change, lives and habits will change,
but almost everyone agrees that, despite a decline
of such unprecedented pandemic, humanity will
still find the strength to recover.
When the time comes, the smart thing to do is
remain cautiously optimistic about regaining
your freedom to move, but stay realistic because
we don't know what the future holds.

It is up to us to be judicious about
protecting our health!

www.shape2day.com
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TRAVEL

This year you can’t enjoy the beauty of the
Italian cultural heritage due to COVID-19?
By Marco FAVETTA, Cap. (OF-2), ITA AF

W

hile we are writing this article many states are
still in lock down, including Italy.
Hopefully when you will read this one, the situation
around the world has changed for the better, so as to
allow us to live an ordinary life.
Living a good summer could be a way to get back to
normal.
Visiting Italy and discovering our cultural sites, our
history, the sea with its sandy beaches is probably one
of the best ways. Obviously you already know that you
cannot visit all the Italian cultural heritage only during
a summer vacation. A year is probably not enough and,
perhaps, even the whole life is not enough to fully enjoy
all the Italian cultural heritage.
Why? Do you know how many state museums,
monuments and archaeological sites there are in Italy?
Over 500!! But not only!
Italy is synonymous with art and history. Artistic
beauties are everywhere and every corner of the country
reserves infinite and wonderful surprises. Ours is one of
the major artistic and cultural heritages in the world.
Italy has the largest number of artistic and cultural
heritage declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
So, you can't afford to lose a year! Likewise, Italy
helps you get to know it, because culture never stops!
In the Italian Cultural Heritage Ministry website there
is a new page of the which brings together virtual
initiatives organized by State-owned cultural sites and
the entertainment, music and audiovisual world, in the
wake of the Covid-19 emergency.
Divided into six sections – Museums, Books, Cinema,
Music, Education and Theatre – the platform offers a

wide range of videos, web content and social initiatives,
that can be enjoyed from home so that people do not
have to forego contact with art and culture in these
difficult circumstances.
In particular many Museums are continuing to display
their collections on the net, with virtual tours and
anecdotes about the art works and the artists. To keep
up to date with the various initiatives, just enter into
the Museums section – divided by Regions – and select
the content.
It is also possible taking part in the initiatives promoted
by MiBACT under the hashtag #iorestoacasa and through
the social media profiles @mibact, @museitaliani and
those of all the cultural sites.
In this way Italy wants to bring you our culture into your
home and help you to organize your next trip in Italy
and discover our cultural sites, our history, territories
and much much more.

Check:
http://musei.beniculturali.it/en/notizie/notifies/culture-never-stopsvirtual-visits-to-museums

www.shape2day.com
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Things to do in the Local Area!
Courtesy of the NSHQ Host Nation Advisor

A

s part of the new measures applicable in Phase 2 of the lockdown, some museums are re-opening.
Here are a couple of museums that can be visited in Mons. They are worth a visit if you haven’t had
a chance to do so before. Please note that the wear of a facial mask is mandatory!

Beaux-Arts Mons - Museum of Fine Arts
Where: Rue Neuve, 8 in 7000 Mons
When: Tuesday through Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Cost: Prior reservations have to be made by phone at
065/335580. Payment will be made with a credit card
and electronic tickets will be sent through email.
Permanent displays: €4 per adult/€2 per child
(children under 6 years old are free )
Temporary displays: €9 per adult/€6 per child
(children under 6 years old are free)

Mons Memorial Museum
Here, visitors can discover the military history of
the City of Mons from the Ancien Régime to the
Second World War
Where: Boulevard Dolez, 51 in 7000 Mons
When: Tuesday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m.
Cost: Prior reservations have to be made by phone at
065/335580 or online via:
www.visitmons.co.uk/booking/museums/monsmemorial-museum-582112
Payment will be made with a credit card and electronic
tickets will be sent through email.
Tickets: are at €9 per adult/€6 per child (children
under 6 years old are free)
30
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Musée du Doudou
The history behind the famous Doudou festival and
the St. Georges fight against the dragon.
Where: Jardin du Mayeur in 7000 Mons
When: Tuesday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m.
Cost: Prior reservations have to be made by phone at
065/335580 or online via:
https://www.visitmons.co.uk/booking/museums/
doudou-museum-537181 or by
Payment will be made with a credit card and electronic
tickets will be sent through email.
Tickets: are at €9 per adult/€6 per child (children
under 6 years old are free)

Artothèque
The Artothèque is dedicated to preserving,
researching, restoring and studying our heritage,
bringing together all the municipality’s collections
in one place.
Where: Rue Claude de Bettignies, 1 in 7000 Mons
When: Thursday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m.
Cost: Prior reservations have to be made by phone at
065/335580 or online via:
http://www.visitmons.be/reserver-en-ligne/
musees/artotheque-537182
Payment will be made with a credit card and electyronic
tickets will be sent through email.
Tickets: are at €6 per adult.

Mons Belltower
Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1999,
the Mons Belltower is the only baroque belltower
in Belgium.
Where: Rampe du Château in 7000 Mons
When: Tuesday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m.
Cost: Prior reservations have to be made online via:
https://www.visitmons.co.uk/booking/museums/
belfry-537140#gallery
Payment will be made with a credit card and electronic
tickets will be sent through email.
Tickets: are at €9 per adult.
www.shape2day.com
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THE SPORTING LIFE

T

By Michael Adubato (USA-Civ)

hese are strange times. This virus that has
wreaked havoc on the world has shut down
many countries. This also includes the sporting
events that we have always enjoyed and obviously took
for granted. In Belgium the Pro League, the country’s
top flight football league, was about to go into the very
last week, followed by the Belgian Cup and then the
play-offs but instead everything grinded to a halt.
Like many, I was looking forward to going up to
Brussels to see the league leaders, Club Brugge, take
on the oldest team in the nation, Royal Antwerp. This
promised to be one of the best cup finals in a long time
but again, it just didn’t take place.

After their first season in Mons, they were promoted.
As things stand now, although they were fighting for
promotion from Amateur Division 3 to Amateur Division
2, the premature end to the season meant that this
promotion would not happen.

That really didn’t matter though because the board had,
what they though was, a cunning plan.

pClub Brugge

pRAQ Mons

The play-offs had been halted as well. To be honest,
Club Brugge had a half-decent lead over the pack at
the end of the regular season, so I would have predicted
that they would be crowned champions. Football is a
funny game though where anything could happen.

About 20 kilometers from Mons is the town of Bossu.
This town has a team known as Royal Francs Borains
(RFB). This team was re-created after the other team
that played in the town, Royal Bossu Dour Borinage
(RBDB), sold their license to Seraing RUL from the
Province of Liege.

The lower leagues, the third division all the way down
to the provincial leagues, have been officially told that
their seasons are over. As for the top two divisions;
everything is still up in the air as I write this. We were
told that the season was over but that turned out to not
be an official statement but a recommendation. The 24
teams (16 from Pro League A and 8 from Pro League
B) now have to agree on continuing at some point or
ending the season as it stands. Anderlecht, who had a
terrible season, want to continue in the hopes of making
the top play-off group and hopefully snatching a Europa
League spot for next season. Royal Antwerp too, who
do have a shout at wrestling the Belgian crown from
Club Brugge, also want to continue. On the other hand,
Club are happy to be handed the crown now.
Charleroi also wants to end the season because by doing
so, they will grab one of those coveted Europa League
spots. Other problems are for a panel to figure out such
as who will be promoted and who will be relegated
from the top all the way down to the bottom leagues.
Hopefully things will eventually sort themselves out.
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In case you didn’t know it, our local team, RAQ (Royal
Albert Quevy) Mons was a provincial team playing in
the village of Quevy until RAEC Mons went bankrupt in
2015 and the villagers moved into the Charles Tondreau
Stadium, just behind the Ambrose Pare Hospital.
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Just to be clear; the reason that teams end up selling
their license is either because they are on the verge of
bankruptcy (and often merge with another team) or so
that the team buying the license can play at a higher
level than they currently do.

sports & fitness

Seraing wanted to play at a higher level and they had
an owner who could afford to pay what RBDB was
asking, so the deal was done.

There had been talk around town that the city of Mons
and the team were going to strike a deal with RFB so
that the two teams would merge, thereby creating a
team for the region. The plan was for this new team
to play in Mons and be renamed Mons-Borinage. The
Borinage is the area around Mons. In French, the
people are called Borains, which is part of the RFB
name.
The deal was in the making for a couple of months,
from what I heard. I was so naïve, that I actually got a

bit excited. RFB was playing one division above RAQM
and they were all but guaranteed to be promoted. As it
turned out, they were promoted.
That was the good news. The bad news was that at the
last minute the deal fell through. It gets worse.

As the details were being worked out and some of the
Mons players obviously felt that they would lose their
jobs, they started an exodus from Mons and signed
on with other teams. In the end, not only didn’t the
merger take place but the team also lost some of its
top players.
So where does that leave the team today?

THE FIRST-EVER

BMW 2 SERIES
GRAN COUPÉ.

Well, the management is still
enthusiastic and the team has
managed to hold onto some
players which they will mix together
with their younger players.
This mixture of seasoned and
young players will represent Royal
Albert Quevy Mons when the new
season gets underway.

And after the initial disappointment,
I am once again optimistic and
happy to still have a local team
to support.
If you’re missing the beautiful
game as much as I am, there
are two solutions. You can watch
old games online or tune into the
Belarus league. This is the only
known country in the world that is
still playing.

Environmental information: www.bmw.be

4,6-8,3 l/100 km • 120-188 g/km CO2 (WLTP)
Contact your dealer for more information regarding the tax rate of your vehicle.

Louyet Mons
Rue des Sandrinettes 48
7033 Mons-Cuesmes
Tél. 065 40 02 00
www.louyet.bmw.be

Fingers
crossed
for the
return of
normality

L.Louyet
www.shape2day.com
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Renting furniture...
a smart decision!

www.in-lease.com
We provide: furniture, appliances,
kitchenware, lighting, linnen,
garden furniture.
With or without buying option.

At home with ease
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Contact:
Marc Hul • marc.hul@in-lease.com • T +32 (0)3 238 74 66 • M +32 (0)475 636 022

2020 SHAPE Make
The Virtual Edition
midst the pandemic, this
has put most activities at a
standstill; an event near and
dear to many as well as the
community of SHAPE as a whole
awaits us all.
Each year, SHAPE Sports and
Fitness hosts a 24-hour Fun
Run in support of Make-A-Wish,
Belgium-South.

The Make-A-Wish Foundation is
an organization that creates lifechanging experiences for children
with critical illnesses. Nearly
40 years ago, a 7-year old boy
battling cancer wished to be a
police officer and his community
came together to make his wish
a reality. This act of kindness
created a movement which now
enriches the spark that anything
is possible for countless children
around the world battling illnesses.
Make-A-Wish International was
initiated in 1993 and SHAPE has
been contributing as a community
since 2003.

SHAPE Make-A-Wish participation is
a one of a kind event within BelgiumSouth, as no other organization
raises donations through sport.
Although, donations are raised
through other faucets such as
the SHAPE International Women’
Club by hosting “A Meal for A
Wish” campaign and the SHAPE
Chapel Choir Concert normally
held in the fall; SHAPE Sports

By MSgt Amanda Procknal

and Fitness elevates donations
through event t-shirt purchases.

Over the past year’s, SHAPE
Sport and Fitness has initiated
a SHAPE Make-A-Wish design
contest. This year, the design
used was created by AndreeaDiana
PALANGEANU
from
Romania, which will be featured
not only on the t-shirt, but to also
create a Facebook profile picture
frame for the community use. All
proceeds from t-shirts sales are
a direct contribution to Make-AWish Belgium-South. However,
if anyone desires to provide
donations above and beyond
purchasing t-shirts, the option
will also be available through
the same website provided
upon registering, which is free,
for the event. More details on
registration will be advertised
through the SHAPE2DAY website,
posters throughout SHAPE and
social media platforms such as
Facebook.
Even though the event this year
will look slightly different than
in the past, SHAPE Sports and
Fitness is enthusiastic to involve
the community with a ”virtual”
experience.
The intent is to bring the concept
back to the basics while keeping
with true meaning of giving back.

The event’s main focus is to
encourage healthy living through

mobility. Due to the nature of
the current environment, instead
of an 24-hour Fun Run, the
event will continue for a 10day timeframe. It will start on it
original projected date, Friday, 22
May, and conclude at midnight
on Sunday, 31 May. Participants
will contribute towards the goal of
reaching 2020 hours of physical
activity within the community. All
forms of workout are encouraged
as long as they respect local
authority restrictions.
SHAPE Sports and Fitness
encourages
participants
to
keep the activity close to home
to minimize the opportunity of
gatherings in places such as
the track. This is an inclusive
opportunity
for
SHAPIANS,
past and present, individuals
and families alike no matter the
location or age, to participate
within their limitations.
Upon completion of the 2020
SHAPE
Make-A-Wish
“The
Virtual Edition,” each registered
participant will receive a certificate
of completion and included in the
2020 collage featured at SHAPE
Sports and Fitness Center. So no
matter what your interest or level,
walking to Triathlons or basic
calisthenics to CrossFit, let’s
continue the tradition of providing
“wishes” for the children to look
forward to and raise their spirits
during difficult times in their life.

www.shape2day.com
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Trips

Tours

Bldg. 504 - Community Activity Centre
+32 (0) 65 44 60 40/+32 (0) 65 44 81 36
Cell Phone: +32 (0) 475 740 126 / +32 (0) 475 740 119
shapetripsandtours1@gmail.com

Due to the COVID-19 situation SHAPE Trips and Tours is closed until further notice.
The following trips are cancelled:
Romania: 15-23 May 2020
London: 13-14 June 2020
As soon as everything is back to normal, we will inform you of further measures.
Sorry for the inconvenience.
Stay safe.
Team SHAPE Trips and Tours

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the following MWB Activities
will remain closed until further notice:

Follow the SHAPE Morale and Welfare Facebook Page or visit
www.shape2day.com for more updated information
on each activity.
www.shape2day.com
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Library

Bldg. 307 - Community Activity Centre
423-5631 or 065/44-5631
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800 hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs

SHAPE International Library

SHAPE International
Library
Weekly Storytimes

LEGO Education

Online Scavenger Hunts

Storytimes are held weekly for a range
of age groups in French, German,
or English. Please see our calendar
online or on the SHAPE International
SHAPE
International
Library
Library
Facebook page
for the most
up-to-date information.

Wednesday March 25 at 1400-1500 or at The library has two online scavenger
1600-1700
available through
a free
app,
Bldg.
307 - hunts
Community
Activity
Centre
Join us and share our love
of LEGOS
Actionbound. Individuals, friends, or
orinvited
065/44-5631
as we explore concepts in science,423-5631
families are
to participate in
technology, engineering, arts, and
math these digital quests for both hidden
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
using everyone’s favorite building bricks! and well-known local points of interest
1000-1800
hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs
Registration is required.Mon-Fri:
Please sign up
at in the city
of Mons and its surrounding
Ted Talk Tuesdays
the SHAPE International Library. For ages villages. One hunt focuses on World
Every Tuesday at 1100-1400 Library
6+
Please
follow us on Facebook at: SHAPE
International LibraryWar I history, while the other looks at
Atrium
Weekly
Storytimes
LEGO
Education
OnlineWar
Scavenger
Hunts
Feel free
to bring yourto
lunch
to enjoy story
at Derek
for virtual
programs
include
times,
and much
more.
World
II points of
interest.
BlythSTEM
Walkingprogram
Tours
one
of
the
atrium
tables.
Storytimes are held weekly for a range Wednesday
March
25
at
1400-1500
or
at
The
library
has
two
online
scavenger
Derek Blyth is a travel author working Contact either the SHAPE International
ofSTEM
age groups in French, German, 1600-1700
hunts
available
through
a
free
app,
or Chievres
branch24/7
libraryto
for
more
out of to
Brussels,
and
regularly
leadsonline
While
the library
is see
closed
you continue
have
access
to LEGOS
our
resources
include:
orWednesday
English.
Please
calendar
us and
shareabout
our love
of Hidden
Actionbound. Individuals, friends, or
March 18
atour
1400-1500
or Join
details.
walking
tours
the
eBooks,
eAudiobooks,
eMagazines,
eNewspapers,
Langauge
educational
online
or on the SHAPE International
as
we explore
concepts
in Belgium.
science, Learning,
at 1600-1700
families are
invited to participate in
Secrets
of different
cities in
Library
Facebook
page
for
the
most
technology,
engineering,
arts,
and
math
Join us for
in exploring
the exciting
world and
resources
children
and adults
much,
much
more.
these
digital
quests for both hidden
Come join us for a walking tour with
up-to-date
information.
everyone’s favorite building bricks! and well-known local points of interest
of science,
technology, engineering, using
him!
The
next
tour
will
be
Saturday
Please,
visit:
http:/
/mwrlibrary.armybiznet.com
is required. Please sign up at
and
math!
Registration
is required. Registration
Ted
Talk
Tuesdays
March 28, and focus on more family in the city of Mons and its surrounding
the SHAPE International Library. For ages villages. One hunt focuses on World
Please
sign
up
at
the
SHAPE
Every Tuesday at 1100-1400 Library
friendly hidden secrets in Brussels, so
6+
International
Library. Forhave
ages 6+a library
If you
do not currently
anddates
would
like one,War
please
email
us other
at looks at
I history,
while the
Atrium
stayaccount
tuned for more
and details!
Feel
free
to
bring
your
lunch
to
enjoy
at
World
War
II
points
of
interest.
Derek
Blyth
Walking
Tours
Happy
Birthday
Dr
Seuss!
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
The tours are free, but you are
one
of the March
atrium21tables.
Saturday
at 1200-1500
Contact either the SHAPE International
Derek
a travel
working
responsible
forsetauthor
transportation.
with your
name one
andof personal
email
andBlyth
weiswill
you with
an account.
Come celebrate
the most beloved
STEM
or Chievres branch library for more
Registration
is
required,
as
only
20
out
of
Brussels,
and
regularly
leads
children’s authors with a special event at
Wednesday March 18 at 1400-1500 or walking
spots
are
available
per
tour.
Contact
details.
tours
about
the
Hidden
the library. Join us for crafts, activities,
atcostumed
1600-1700characters, and of course – Secrets
either of
thedifferent
SHAPE cities
International
or
in Belgium.
Join
us in exploring
the excitingrequired.
world Come
Chievres
join branch
us for a library
walking for
tourmore
with
storytimes!
No registration
ofOpen
science,
technology, engineering, him!
details.
The next tour will be Saturday
to all ages.
and math! Registration is required. March 28, and focus on more family
Please sign up at the SHAPE friendly hidden secrets in Brussels, so
International Library. For ages 6+
stay tuned for more dates and details!
Happy Birthday Dr Seuss!
The tours are free, but you are
Saturday March 21 at 1200-1500
for
transportation.
Come celebrate one of the most beloved responsible
Registration
is
required,
as only 20
Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
children’s authors with a special event at
spots
are
available
per
tour.
Contact
the library. Join us for crafts, activities,
FUEL CARD
or PRICE INFORMATION
costumed characters, and of course – either the SHAPE International
Chievres
branch
library
for
more
• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel at a set price. You have until the card expires (generally 9 to12
storytimes! No registration required.
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
Your
SHAPE
are required
to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
details.
Open to
all ages. Identity & Ration Cards

Do not miss the
opportunity
assisting to our
events!

We look forward to seeing you when we are back open!

Do not miss the
opportunity
assisting to our
events!

RATIONED ITEMS STORE (RIS)
•

Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which businesses must not exceed. SHAPE contracts with Total to provide a fixed
monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.

FUEL CARD PRICE INFORMATION

• Purchasing a fuel card means you have purchased 100 or 200 liters of fuel atPlease
a set
price.
YouWeymers
have atuntil
card
expires
9 to12
contact
Mr. Thierry
SHAPEthe
Ext. 3624
should
you have (generally
any questions.
months) to pump the fuel into your authorized vehicle(s). Please note the EXPIRY DATE on the face of your card.
560
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Shopping
Center
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66,50INFORMATION
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the
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the
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Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges card holders.
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should
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a fixed
monthly price. Your price will always be well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium as it excludes taxes.
• Belgium publishes a daily maximum cost per liter which
Fuel Type
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Excellium 95 100L
Fuel Type
May 2020 Prices
to
provide a fixed
monthly price. Your41,00
price will
Excellium
Excellium
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well below the maximum daily cost published by Belgium Excellium Diesel 100L
Excellium 98 100L
48,00 €
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Excellium Diesel 100L
46,00 €
- 3,50 €
Please contact Mr. Thierry Weymers at SHAPE Ext. 3624
Excellium 95 200L
should you have any questions.
Excellium
Excellium 95 200L
82,00 €
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Excellium Diesel 200L
Only
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to
SHAPE
ID
full
privileges
card
holders.
Excellium 98 200L
96,00 €
+ 5,00 €

Excellium Diesel 200L
40
38

92,00 €

- 7,00 €

Difference with Last Month
March 2020 Prices
62,50 €
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€ Mr. Thierry Weymers
- 1,50 € at
Please69,00
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66,50
- 1,50
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€
-3,00
€
Only available to SHAPE ID full privileges
133 € card holders. -3,00 €

Your SHAPE Identity & Ration Cards are required to purchase fuel per SHAPE Directive 40-9.
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SHAPE Sports & Fitness
: 065.44.5325
P Bldg. 313-301
Until further notice, the Main Gym, the Gym Annex and the Swimming Pool will remain close
Follow our online classes and the SHAPE Sports & Fitness Facebook Page for more information

The following MWB Activities will continue providing
Food and Drinks Service with TAKEAWAY Service Only!

www.shape2day.com
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Bldg. 307
. 423-6049/4312 or 065/44-6049/4312
artsandcraftssha@gmail.com
During this period of containment for We currently hold the Monday 1000 AM
COVID-19, SHAPE Arts & Crafts is participating space and content can be found by visiting
in the US Army Garrison Benelux MWR:
our Facebook page at

#TaskForceCabinFever

SHAPE Arts and Crafts

H

ave you always wanted to be a part of a
creative and highly motivated team? If
so, SHAPE Arts & Crafts is currently hiring.

WE ARE
HIRING!!!
JOIN US!

We are seeking individuals to fill SMD
positions in Framing, Engraving, and the
Arts & Crafts retail shop. If interested reach
our via Facebook or email us!
We are also seeking individuals interested
in teaching arts, crafts, and hobby skills.

Do you have a passion for
creating? Are you interested in
sharing it with others?
Stop by and discuss employment
options today!

Arts & Crafts Facility isn’t open for walk in business, we are taking care of customer’s
needs virtually and through a limited number of appointment spaces. We can assist in
special orders, plaques, trophies, engraving, and framing needs by emailing us at:
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com

40

Here are class offerings that will be available once SHAPE Arts & Crafts reopen!
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Dates For Your Diaries

shape
agenda
shape
agenda

Important Information Concerning the "We Are All Queen's"
Event: The SIWC Executive Board requests that all ladies who
have tickets to fill out this Google document as soon as possible:
https://forms.gle/BEKVp9pRL19LVVVJ7
Please note that you have until 20 May to complete the form.

The Continental Mess continue serving customers on a carryout service. Payments
by bank cards are highly recommended. All ranks are entitled to eat from the
Continental Mess until further notice.

Continental Mess Menu

P Bldg. 311

MAY
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
01. SHAPE HOLIDAY

18. Roled beef with
Brown sauce
Peas & carrots with
Parsley potatoes

19. Grilled Steak with
3 Pepper Sauce Side salad and
French fries

20. Breaded Cordon 21. SHAPE HOLIDAY 22. Fish of the day
bleu with side salad
Tagliatella with
pizzaiolla sauce

25. Gyros – Tazatziki - 26. Grilled Steak with 27. Spaghetti
Rice
Sauce Blue cheese bolognaise
Side salad and Fried
potato balls

28. Chicken stew
with Potato
croquette

29. Breaded Tanagra
with Remoulade sauce
and mashed potatoes

www.shape2day.com
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Ongoing

SHAPE Activities
Every Monday

Boy Scout Troop #325
Come to a meeting and check us out! 18302000 in SHAPE Green Gym (2nd floor). Contact
us at:
SHAPETROOP325@gmail.com
Catholic Women of the Chapel (CWOC)
Ladies meet for fellowship and bible at SHAPE
Chapel at 1000 hrs, Bldg. 353 at 1800 hrs.
Childcare is provided in the morning. All books
are provided. Contact our Parish Coordinator:
065/44.60.19
SHAPE International Library
French Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
French Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
SHAPE Sharks Volleyball practice in the
SHAPE Gym every Monday and Wednesday.
We are welcoming new players from the
SHAPE community. For more info:
PerAslak.LOSO@shape.nato.int
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Advanced Salsa: 19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana. If you would like to teach
a dancing style or become a member, contact
us:
Shapesidc@gmail.com
SHAPE
International Dancing Club
1st SHAPE International Sea Scouts (10½–14)
The Sea Scouts meet at the Green Gym 18452015. Outdoor activities feature prominently,
with the highlights being sailing and camping.
Throughout the year, Scouts learn various
skills, such as nautical knowledge, map
reading, survival skills, camp cooking and first
aid in preparation for camp.
Every Tuesday

Protestant Women of the Chapel (PWOC)
0930-1200 with childcare and 1830-2000 with
childcare
: pwoc.shape2017@gmail.com

SHAPE Community Chapel-Family Fun
Night PWOC Tuesday Nights 1700-1930.
Ignite Youth Groups for MS and HS students,
Gospel Project for Kids, Financial Peace
University, 5 Love Languages and Marriage
Classes Gospel of John Bible Study.
1st SHAPE International Cubs (8-10½)
The Cub Scout Pack meet at the Green Gym
at 1800-1930. Cubs take part in a wide range
of activities designed to be interesting and
challenge them, including games, learning
scouting skills, gaining badges and activities
outdoors.
SHAPE International Cycling Club (SICC)
Members meet for group rides every Tuesday
and Thursday from April to September. The
club also offers a 40K ride non-members,
newcomers and neophytes on Wednesday
that is supported by an experienced member
of SICC. All rides depart from SHAPE Main
Gym @ 1800.
During the wintertime, the Club rides only
during the week ends, according to weather
condition and offers a specific winter training
program that is executed in the SHAPE Main
Gym – spinning room - every Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information visit: www.
shapecycling.com or : 5128 - 5763
SHAPE Bridge Club Informal and duplicate
bridge sessions in the SHAPE Club.
: Attila Balla 0476.53.71.01
54
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Aquagym - Tuesdays & Thursdays
1500-1600 hrs - Swimming pool, FREE!
: Lena on 0483/31.42.58.
Like to play board games? Or have an army
of miniatures eager to play? 17:30 at SHAPE
American Middle School. Games regularly
played: Warmachine, Warhammer (40K and
AoS), Sha-dows of Brimstone, Mansions of
Madness, Cry Havoc, Betrayal at House On
The Hill. Want to play something else? Contact:
: john.larimore@eu.dodea.edu
SHAPE Tabletop Gamers
SHAPE International Library
English Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
English Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
Every 1st and 3rd Tuesdays

Mom2Mom SHAPE meets for Breastfeeding
Café on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every month
to offer breastfeeding support and discuss
pregnancy and infant care in a relaxed, social
environment. 1330-1430 hrs at the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Room 2B122 (2nd floor,
social-work conference room).
: Fiona Webster 065/32.52.24
Mom2MomSHAPE@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Mom2MomSHAPE/

Every 2nd and 4Th Tuesday

SHAPE International Toastmasters Club
meets ONLINE every 2nd & 4th Tuesday. Due
to the pandemic the SHAPE Club Pathfinder
Room is not available. Therefore, the virtual
door opens at 18.45. Meeting begins at 19.00
and concludes at 20.45. This English-speaking
club is for people who want to boost their
communication, leadership and linguistic skills
in a supportive and friendly environment. This
club looks forward to welcoming members of
SHAPE and the surrounding community! For
Zoom online meeting link, please send an email
to toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
Every Wednesday

Infant Massage Class
For infants (birth to approx 1 year) and their
parents. 1030-1130 hrs - Room 2B122 (old
physical room) 2nd floor : Fiona Webster
065/32.52.24
1st SHAPE International Beavers (6–8)
Beaver Scouts are our youngest members.
They meet at the Green Gym 1715-1830 to
take part in a wide range of activities that build
their confidence, including games, crafts, visits,
along with plenty of outdoor activities, camps
and sleepovers.
SHAPE Community Choir
From 1900 hrs in the East Chapel. All singers
14 – adults are welcome to come sing.
Director: Natasha Rook
: shapechoir@gmail.com
:SHAPE-International-Community-Choir
SHAPE International Library
Infant Story Time at 0930
SHAPE Tennis Club (Ladies only) - Ladies
tennis, all skills level welcome. Green Gym,
Courts A and B. 0930 - 1200 hrs. Contact
Olga Chroni
: chrolga@yahoo.gr
SHAPE Tennis Association (STA)
Are you interested in playing tennis or learning
to play tennis?

The STA is going to be up and running again
in the New Year. Making the most of the 2
indoor and 4 outdoor courts, we will be offering
club nights (Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed) and
coaching.
Membership is open to the entire SHAPE
community, serving and dependents and for
all levels from beginner to advanced.
To register your interest or for further information
please
: shapetennis@gmail.com
Scottish Dancing - 1900 hrs - SHAPE Chapel
Centre. International group, no previous dance
experience necessary. 1900 hrs - SHAPE
Chapel Centre. : soscods@gmail.com
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym, in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Beginners Salsa19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana.
Shapesidc@gmail.
com SHAPE International Dancing Club
Every Thursday
SHAPE International Library
Germany Story Time at 1400
Every Friday

SHAPE Ladies Bowling League
Practice for all levels and skills. 1300 hrs at
the Pizza Bowl. Bowling shoes can be rented
at the Pizza Bowl for n1.
Rosary Warriors: Meet at 0915 hrs in the
SHAPE Blessed Sacrament Chapel
Every Sunday

International Group of Motorcycle Riders
Riders meet at 1000 hrs to start group rides
in the local area. All types of motorcycles are
welcome. : stephen.smith1@gmail.com or
SHAPE HDC

Mary Queen of Peace US Catholic Community
SHAPE International Chapel, Bldg. 601
Summer Schedule: Daily Mass @11h50,
Blessed Sacrament Chapel, (Mon-Thur, except
US holidays). Vigil Mass 17h00 (1st Sat of every
month), Sunday Mass 09h00, East Chapel
(except 1st Sunday of each month). For more
info: call X5602 (or Civ. 065.44.5602) for US
Chaplain Fr. Vincent Manuel Chapel, Office
33/34 (Alternative lines: X6066, 6037 or 6019).
Mary Queen of Peace (English Speaking
Catholic Community) Or join us: JFC Brunssum,
International Chapel: Mass 17h00 Sunday &
Brussels US Main Chapel 1st Sunday of every
month, 12h00
SHAPE Community Chapel
Sunday Service 10:45 in the East Chapel with
Fellowship immediately following the service.
Children’s Church, Children’s Choir during the
service for ages 5 to 5th grade. Watch Care for
younger children available!
Please join us for fellowship and a relevant
message from the Chaplain. If you need a
ride, please email us ahead and we will have
someone pick you up. We look forward to
welcoming you!
SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)
All women of the SHAPE community are invited
to attend.
: siwcpresident@gmail.com
YOGA Classes
YOGA classes for all-levels at the SHAPE gym
(in the aerobics suite). SHAPE YOGA

SHAPE Travel Group
A COMMUNITY OF TRAVELERS EXPLORING EUROPE TOGETHER
JOIN THE GROUP ... SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP!
SHAPETravelGroup
www.shape2day.com Morale&Welfare(MWB)\GroupII Activities\SHAPE Travel Group

NOTICE
Due to the COVID-19 restrictions in Belgium and surrounding countries, as well as SHAPE and military
restrictions on travel, the SHAPE Travel Group cancelled the remaining trips planned for the Spring
season. We have notified booked passengers of cancellations and have arranged refunds. Please
contact us through our Facebook page if you have not been notified. We thank all our customers for your
understanding during this challenging time.

THANK YOU!
We also want you to know we are busy planning ahead and looking forward to when we can travel with
you in the Fall. Please follow the SHAPE Travel Group Facebook page for the latest announcements.
Since we have moved our Fall Launch to August (date announced later), we wanted to give you a hint of
what’s in store:
• 2 Trips to enjoy wine and beer tasting along with walking tours and museums.
• Travels to 3 castles near and far that will pull you back in time.
• Jaunts to some favorite revisits with optional choices to enjoy.
• Tours on new weekdays to some regularly traveled cities so you can enjoy market shopping and other
sites.
• And of course, in November and December we will take you to the Christmas Markets including 3 new
locations and our favorite repeat places!

As we all are dreaming of traveling again, here are a few pictures of past trips
we have enjoyed. We can’t wait to make your traveling wishes come true!

When The SHAPE Travel Group Office reopens, members are available every
Wednesday and Friday from 1100-1300 in the Rendez-vous. They can only accept
cash payment for trips.
The SHAPE Travel Group is a non-profit activity entirely run by international volunteers
for SHAPE and NATO ID card holders and their guests.

www.shape2day.com
www.shape2day.com
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Miscellaneous & Services
The International Jewish Center offers a weekly educational program in
English for children from 10:00am - 12:30pm. This is a great opportunity
to meet and befriend other international Jewish children and families. We
introduce students to Hebrew, prayer, religious traditions, and the modern
Jewish experience. We begin with a Tots class for children from 3 years, and
we provide Jewish education through Bar/Bat Mitzvah with an emphasis on
creative expression. The school is led by our Israeli Head Teacher and our
American Rabbi and staffed by dedicated and experienced teachers.
Please contact
info@ijc.be or www.ijc.be

Alcoholics Anonymous
“If you drink that’s your business, but if you want to stop maybe we can help”
SHAPE Group of Alcoholics Anonymous (English Speaking Meeting).
“The only requirement is a desire to stop drinking.” Tuesday evenings from
1900-2000 hours. We meet at the International Baptist Church, Chemin Du
Prince, 284; 7050 Jurbise
0470-470-790 or AA Bruxelles
: 0032 (0) 487/35.45.72.
Attachment Parenting/
Green Families Group
Are you a nature loving and/or attachment parenting family? Or trying to
be? To meet like-minded people please contact us for more information at:
rainyplay@gmail.com or
0489/27.41.85

May Solutions

PCB AUTOMOBILES
pcb@belgacom.net
New and Used Tax-Free Cars.
Dealer for UK Spec RHD
Toyota, Lexus, Chrysler, Mazda,
Ford Renault, Fiat, Alfa
Other Makes and US Specs on Request
Car Rental
Many more tax free cars available from €4500
: 065/644.900 or 0475/977.955
Stock Clearance
Paid Ad 2292

International Bible Church, Jurbise
We’re a friendly English and French-speaking evangelical church just a few
streets away from SHAPE. We’ve been serving the SHAPE community for
more than 50 years now. English services with French translation start at
10 am each Sunday. There is an active Sunday School for children during
the morning service and from September 15th AWANA youth activities start
: pastor@ibc-jurbise.org or find more
back up at 5 pm. Please contact
information at www.ibc-jurbise.org.
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HOURS OF OPERATION
DUE TO THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK THESE ARE THE SPECIAL OPENING HOURS.
OPENING HOURS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

MWB Activities
MWB OPS
Mon-Thu: 0830-1730
Fri: 0830-1530
065/44 8340 or 8341

ALLIANCE
AUDITORIUM

SPORTS & FITNESS
CENTRE

RIS
Mon-Fri: 1030-1800
065/44 5628

Closed until further notice

Closed until further notice

065/44 5697

065/44 5325

065/44 8301 or 4133

SHAPE INN
Mon-Thu: 0800-1645
Fri: 0800-1445
065/44 4385

B3’S

LANGUAGE CENTRE

065/44 4133

Offering Online Classes.
Open for 1 on 1 Classes

EVENTS CENTRE
Closed until further notice

Closed until further notice

065/44 4971

SHAPE CLUB
Closed until further notice

065/44 4133

LIBRARY
Closed until further notice

065/44 5631

RENDEZ-VOUS
Reopens the 25th May

ARTS & CRAFTS

Mon-Fri: 0900-1400
065/44 5220

Closed until further notice

PIZZA BOWL
Orders must be paid by
card & phoned at:
065/44 5697
Take Away: Mon-Fri:
1100-1400 / 1700-2000
Sat: 1600-2100
Delivery: SHAPE Only
€15 Minimum
Mon-Fri: 1700-2000
Sat: 1700-2100

TRIPS & TOURS

SILVER SPOON

Reopens the 25th May

Reopens the 20th May

Mon-Fri: 0900-1400
065/44 5114

065/44 7175

Closed until further notice

+32 475 740 126
PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE

SHAPE CONCESSIONS
CARREFOUR
Mon-Fri: 07.30-19.00
Sat: 07.30-17.30
Sunday: 09.00-13.00

FLOWER SHOP
Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

065 44 5623

TOTAL FINA
Total Shop: Open
Mon-Fri: 1000-1400
Contact them at:
Appointments not needed 065 32 8300
065 44 6789
Gas Station:
Open 24/7
AION BANK

Reopens the 25th May

Contact your AION team:
Mrs Maria Alessi.

+32 492 159 516
Ms Caroline Amore:

+32 492 159 445
Mrs Biljana Stefanovska:

BEAUTY SHOP &
BARBER SHOP BLDG 504
Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

+32 492 159 584

065 44 2614

DRYCLEANERS

BARBER SHOP BLDG 102

Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

065 44 7058

Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

065 44 5498

BOOKSTORE BLDG 102 OPTICAL SHOP
Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

065 311 002

Open. Contact them to fix
an appointment at:

065 44 5621

INSURANCE MERAINI LAUNDRY
Open. Contact them to fix Open 24/7
an appointment at:

065 44 5355

Closed until further notice

065/44 3312
OUTDOOR REC. &
RENTAL CENTRE
Mon-Wed-Fri:
0900-1400
065/22 5246

AS OF MONDAY 18 MAY, ALL
CONCESSIONAIRES WILL BE OPEN
NOTICE: CUSTOMERS MUST KEEP
PHYSICAL DISTANCING!

EMERGENCY NUMBER FOR SHAPIANS 065/44 3333
FOR ANY EMERGENCY THROUGHOUT EUROPE 112

TIME TO
RENOVATE
YOUR
BEDROOM ?

MATTRESS BED BASE BEDDBOXSPRING BEDDING SOFA BED

Come to visit our shop,
we are just few
meters away!
English speaking staff
VAT exempt for eligible SHAPE members

Les portes de Maisières

SHAPE

800M
Rue Grande 208 (N6) - 7020 Maisières
Open Mo - Sa 10 am - 6:30 pm

